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Abstract

This paper presents a sequential dynamic optimization methodology applicable to solve the optimal control problem of complex 
highly nonlinear processes. The methodology is based on the use of kriging metamodels to obtain simpler, accurate, robust and 
computationally inexpensive predictive dynamic models, derived from input/output (training) data eventually generated using the 
original complex first principles process model (mathematical or analytical model) or from the real system. Then these 
metamodels can easily take the place of the complex first principles process model in any of the well-tailored computational 
schemes of sequential dynamic optimization. The results of applying this approach to three well known problems from the 
process systems engineering area are compared with the ones obtained using the corresponding first principles models, showing 
how the proposed approach significantly reduces the computational effort required to get very accurate solutions, and so enables 
the use of dynamic optimization procedures in applications where robustness and immediacy are essential practical constraints.
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1. Introduction 

A key element to improve system performance in the process industry (e.g.: to reduce the operating cost, to 
increase the production yield, or to ensure product quality) is the fast and reliable identification of the adequate time 
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profiles to be followed by the process control variables (e.g.: equipment unit feed rates, cooling temperature profiles, 
etc.). In most cases, the optimum profiles are scenario dependent (i.e.: the profile must be adapted according to the 
quality requirements, the characteristics of the raw materials, the economic conditions, etc.); additionally, a large 
number of uncertain variables must be often contemplated, and the relations between the control variables and the 
performance are usually difficult to model in detail. In such cases, a priori calculations (parametric optimization) are 
not helpful and the process engineer must periodically (even continuously) solve the associated model based control 
problem (open loop optimal control [1]), which requires going through a complex mathematical procedure (dynamic 
optimization) which involves a dynamic model (differential equations), a multifaceted objective (usually based on 
the final state of the system but also on its evolution), and a set of control variables which eventually can change at 
any time.

State-of-the-art methods for solving dynamic optimization problems of industrial relevance rely on the 
application of the so-called Direct Methods [1], based on the discretization of the time domain and the 
transformation of the original infinite continuous optimal control problem into a finite constrained nonlinear 
programming (NLP) problem, which is then solved by appropriate numerical nonlinear optimization tools (e.g. 
Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), Trust Region Search…etc.). Alternatively, Indirect Methods use the 
analytical necessary conditions from the calculus of variations to formulate a boundary value problem, which is
usually very difficult to solve [1] and requires a deep a priori knowledge of the nature of the problem (initialization, 
constraints structure, etc.), so they are usually inapplicable to the industrial practice.

Direct methods are further classified according to the elements finally discretized: sequential approaches (also 
known as Control Vector Parameterization (CVP) approaches) discretize only the control variables in the form of 
piecewise low order polynomials, and then a NLP optimization problem is carried out in the space of the discretized 
control variables, which requires the successive evaluation (simulation runs) of the nonlinear process model during 
its solution. On the contrary, simultaneous approaches discretize both control and state variables by approximating 
them by a family of polynomials on finite elements [2], so they avoid the inner evaluation of the differential process 
model, although they result in a NLP problem of a very large-scale (due to the presence of state variables together 
with the control variables as optimization variables [1, 4]) and require the introduction of extra constraints to enforce 
the continuity of the discretized state variables [7].

The sequential strategy is straightforward and relatively easy to construct and to apply, and results in a NLP 
optimization problem of a much reduced size [1,2,4,7]. However, a major challenge that faces the sequential 
approach is the huge computational effort required, associated to a large number of evaluations of the nonlinear 
process model, since each evaluation includes the expensive integration of this differential model using complicated 
integration techniques [2,7]. This challenge is amplified in case of complex, highly nonlinear problems (e.g. 
chemical processes) [2,7,14], and the computational cost may become unaffordable if a fast identification of the 
process control profiles is required, which is the case in many industrial applications (e.g. transitions between 
desired operating conditions, response to sudden disturbances or unexpected events, online optimization - model 
based control, etc.) [2,13]. 

In these cases, one solution is to use inexpensive accurate surrogate models (e.g. artificial neural networks), 
based on the input/output simulation data obtained through the solution of a complex model [9,13] usually based on
first principles. Kriging metamodels outperform many other metamodel types in many engineering fields, because of 
their specific properties, as high prediction accuracy with a relatively small number of training data, and specially 
their ability to estimate a prediction variance (or error) which represents the prediction uncertainty [9,10]. However, 
the majority of kriging usage and developments are concentrated in emulating complex “static” models [8, 9, 10],
while engineering systems are of dynamic nature, and so the use of dynamic models is a must in any control 
application.

In this work, a framework for the application of sequential dynamic optimization techniques to complex 
industrial processes and systems using ordinary kriging surrogate models is proposed. First, a strategy for using 
ordinary kriging metamodels to obtain simple and accurate dynamic predictive models of nonlinear 
processes/systems is presented. Second, a typical sequential dynamic optimization procedure is tuned to integrate a
set of dynamic kriging metamodels representing a complex process model. Finally, a detailed description of the 
steps conforming the proposed methodology and its application to benchmark case studies in chemical industries are 
presented.
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2. Methodology techniques and tools

A dynamic system is characterized through a set of state variables xt, evolving from their initial values x0 over 
time horizon [t0: tf], and being affected by the system inherent dynamics, and a set of control variables ut, which can 
be externally manipulated within a certain range during this time horizon, affecting the inherent system dynamics.
So the objective is to find the profile of the control variables to obtain the best value of a certain objective function.

2.1. Sequential dynamic optimization 

The direct sequential approach to solve dynamic optimization problems is based on the discretization or 
parameterization of the control variables ut as piecewise polynomials† [u1, u2, u3 … , uN-1, uN] [1,7] by dividing the 
total time domain [t0 : tf] into a grid of N equally sized intervals , where = tj-tj-1 = tf-t0/N, j=1,2,…N , where [t0 <
t1 < t2 < ……..< tN-1 < tN= tf ]. The optimization is carried out in the space of the parameterized control variables uj
only, which became decision variables. In each iteration, the NLP solver updates the values of the discretized 
control variables uj, the differential process model (2) is integrated using standard integration algorithms (e.g. 
Runge-Kutta), the state variables xt are calculated from the known initial conditions x0, and the objective function J
(1) and the constraints g (3) are evaluated [1,2,7].
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2.2. Kriging metamodel construction, parameter estimation, and validation

The construction of an accurate surrogate model relies on the representativeness of the available training points
(input/output simulation data). Whenever it is feasible, training points should be selected in such a way that the best 
representation of the original model behavior is obtained. This selection task is called the “sampling plan design”
[8], and it results in a set of input combinations (sampling plan [W]n×k, where n is the number of sample points, and 
k is the number of input variables w) at which the corresponding output data (response variables - output data matrix 
[Y]n) are expected to be obtained [3]. The Space-Filling Latin Hypercube Sampling design (SLHS) has been used in 
this work as sample plan design technique [10].

The ordinary kriging assumes a stochastic process, in which the error in the predicted value is also a function of 
the input variables w. The kriging predictor (w) is then composed by two parts (5): the first one is a polynomial 
term f(w) which is constant f(w)=μ; the second part is the residual term Z(w) from that polynomial, where Z(w) is a 
stochastic Gaussian process that represents the uncertainty about the mean of (w), with an expected zero value 
E(Z(w))=0, and a covariance between two points (wi, wj) calculated as: cov(Z(wi),Z(wj)) = 2R(wi,wj), where 2 is the 
process variance, and R(wi,wj) is the spatial correlation function (6), which is usually selected exponential [3, 9].

ŷ w f w Z w (5)

† For simplicity, these polynomials are usually assumed to follow piecewise constant profiles. This has been also the choice in this paper.
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To estimate the values of μ, 2, l, Pl, the likelihood function of the observed data [Y] should be maximized (the 
smoothness parameters Pl are usually kept to the value of 2, which provide smooth infinitely differentiable 
correlation function). The optimal values for μ and 2 can be expressed as indicated by equations (7) and (8) (see [8]
for a detailed derivation of these expressions). The kriging predictor (9) and its variance (10) can be obtained by 
calculating the likelihood function of the original data set augmented with the new interpolating point (wnew,ynew) ,
where r is the n×1 vector of correlations R(wnew, wi) between the point to be predicted wnew and the sample design 
points. 
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Finally, the metamodel should be checked that it exhibits a satisfactory range of accuracy within its domain [3]. 
Cross validation allows the characterization of the metamodel error without any additional data rather than the 
original set of sample points [12]. Various techniques of cross validation have been developed, as the “P-fold cross 
validation” and the “leave-K-out cross validation”. In this paper the “leave-one-out cross validation” (LOOCV) is 
used: in each iteration, one sample point is held out for validation, and the remaining points are used to fit the 
metamodel; the cross validation error at each iteration is calculated, and the average root mean square error of the 
cross validation of the surrogate model is calculated from equation (11), where n is the total number of sample 
points, and i , yi are the estimated and the real value- respectively -of the held out point (wi), [12].
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3. Kriging based dynamic modeling and simulation methodology

In the case of a dynamic system, the kriging metamodel(s) must be trained to mimic the incremental evolution of 
the dynamic system behavior (state variables), over a relatively small and constant time step . In this case, the 
metamodel output in equation (5) will be composed by the state variables xj at the time tj ( = xj), and the
metamodel input variables w will include both the control variables uj and the state variables at the previous time xj-1
(w=[ uj, xj-1]). Hence, the dynamic kriging metamodel (which will be further referred as “Constant Step Dynamic 
Kriging” - CSDK) will be given by equation (12) .

1 1j j j jjf  x , ux̂ , t t t (12)
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Assuming that an accurate (but complex) model of the system is available (e.g.: a first principle model, 
adequately tuned), A CSDK model can be easily derived following the idea of using “computer experiments” [9,10]
to generate the training data: As a first step, the range (domain) within which the input variables (the state variables 
xj-1 and the control variables uj) are expected to move is estimated [xt-min : xt-max , ut-min : ut-max]. Then a SLHS sampling 
plan [W]n×k is designed over this expected domain. At each row (point) of the sampling plan, a computer experiment 
(simulation run) is carried out using the original complex first principle model over a fixed and relatively small time 
step t, to obtain the corresponding outputs [Y]n×M , where M is the number of outputs (state variables). After fitting 
the M kriging metamodels (one kriging model for each state variable), the CSDK metamodels are validated using 
the LOOCV, to ensure that they possess acceptable range of prediction accuracy. 

Once obtained accurate CSDK model(s), it/they can be then used in a recursive way to predict or interpolate the 
entire time series/sequence of outputs 1 2 3 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[ , , ,....., , ]N Nx x x x x (the dash on the x means it is an estimated value). The 
recursive dynamic interpolation or emulation starts using the given input values (x0, u1) to interpolate or predict 1̂x ,
then with ( 1̂x , u2) to predict 2x̂ , then with ( 2x̂ ,u3) to predict 3x̂ , and so on, until the last interpolation step using (

1ˆNx ,uN) to predict ˆNx .
To illustrate the capability of the CSDK models to emulate a nonlinear dynamic process for large time domain,

we have applied the technique to a tank draining system, which is a well-known example that has been commonly 
used in control text books and software. The system model (13) has one state variable x(t), which represents the 
water height inside the tank, and one control variable u(t) which corresponds to the inlet flowrate entering the tank.
The water leaves the tank through the bottom part, under the gravity effect. b and a are constants related to the inlet 
and outlet flowrates respectively, and A represents the cross section area of the tank. Then, the first principle model 
representing the systems dynamics can be expressed as indicated by equation (13).

0.51 ( )dx b u a x
dt A

(13)

Since there is one state variable, only one CSDK model is required to emulate the system. The input variable [xj-1,
uj] is expected to vary within the limits of [0: 4, 0: 1.5]. Over this domain, a SLHS plan is designed with 65 sample 
points. The original model in equation (13) is used to generate the output matrices [xj], . The metamodel 
fitting is achieved through the maximization of likelihood of the observed data, and the obtained values of the 
metamodel parameters are (μ, 2, [ l]) = (2.24 , 0.48, [8.1, 1.4] ).

The accuracy of the fitted CSDK model is assessed by the LOOCV technique, through equation (11). The 
metamodel cross validation results using the LOOCV method is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the average root mean 
square error of the cross validation is obtained (AVRRMSE = 8.13×10-4). The extremely low value of the AVRRMSE
(almost 4 orders of magnitude less than the expected values range) indicates that the fitted CSDK model exhibits a 
very high accuracy, and it is ready to be used for dynamic emulation:
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Fig. 1. Water tank simulation using the CSDK model: (a) LOOCV of the CSDK model, (b) Control profile to be emulated, (c) Simulated dynamic 
behavior using the mathematical model (blue) x(t), and the CSDK xhat(t) (red dashed line), (d) Absolute error between the real and the estimated 
dynamic responses, (e) Estimated error of the CSDK model.

Fig. 1(c) shows the comparison between the dynamic simulation of a randomly generated control profile (200
time step (200× =100 min) Fig. 1(b)), using the fitted CSDK model (red dashed line), and the model based on first 
principles(13) (solid blue line), both departing from an initial value of the state variable of x0=3.96 m. Both lines 
correspond to virtually identical values, so it is clear that the CSDK is able to accurately estimate the same 
behaviour of the dynamic system. Fig. 1(d) plots the absolute error between the kriging prediction and the values 
calculated by the first principles model. It is also worth to compare Fig. 1(d) with Fig. 1(e), which represents the 
kriging estimated error (10): this estimated error in maximum in the same situations where the observed difference 
has been found also maximum. 

4. Kriging based control vector parameterization 

The previous steps and techniques have been used to construct a robust computational framework for the 
application of CVP based dynamic optimization:

1. Explore the process behavior and identify the state variables xt to be modeled and the control variables ut.
2. Discretize the time domain [t0: tf] into a grid of equal time steps [t0<t1<t2< ……..<tN-1<tN=tf], and 

discretize the control variables ut as piecewise constants [u1, u2, u3 … ,uN-1, uN]
3. Estimate the range of the state and control variables [xt-min : xt-max , ut-min : ut-max]. 
4. Design a sampling plan [W]n×k over the metamodel(s) domain, using the SLHS technique.
5. Carry out a simulation run at each point of the sampling plan using the original (complex) model in order 

to obtain the corresponding response states [Y]n×M.
6. Fit the CSDK model(s) and validate it/them as described (LOOCV),
7. Integrate the CSDK model(s) in the CVP dynamic optimization scheme:

a. Determine an initial guess for the decision variables u0 =[u01, u02 ……. u0N -1 , u0N ].
b. Integrate the dynamic system state variables until the final time horizon, using the CSDK model(s), 

and compute the performance index J and the constraints g.
c. Use a NLP optimizer (e.g SQP, trust region search) to update the values of the parameterized control 

variables, until the objective function is minimized, and the optimal control u* policy is obtained. 
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5. Application and results 

The proposed kriging based CVP methodology is applied to three benchmark problems, which are commonly 
used in dynamic optimization studies. The methodology is applied to each case study two times, each one with a 
different discretization of the total time domain (15 and 20 time steps discretization). 

In each discretization, the methodology results are compared with the use of the classical or standard CVP 
technique, with the same problem adjustment (optimization domain, time steps, initial guess of the control profile, 
NLP optimizer, etc.), but using the first principles mathematical model, integrated using the Matlab ODE algorithm 
ode15s. The first case is explained in detail; the application to the other two cases is straightforward so just the main 
results are commented. Finally, it is worthy to note that, in order to facilitate the comparison of results among the 
different case-studies, the control policies obtained in the three examples are scaled between [0, 1].

5.1. Case 1:Plug flow reactor catalyst blend problem 

In this problem [6], a plug flow reactor is to be packed with a mixture of two different types of catalysts (type 1
and type 2). The kinetic sequence is given by: A B C and the problem is to find the optimal profile of catalyst 
of type 1 (u(z)) along the reactor (in this problem, the independent variable z represents the reactor length, rather 
than time) , to maximize the production of component C (J, equation (14)).

 1 ( ) - ( )A f B fu
Max J x z x z (14)

. . ( )[10 ( ) - ( )], - ( )[10 ( ) - ( )] -[1- ( )] ( )A B
B A B A B

dx dxs t u z x z x z u z x z x z u z x z
dz dz

(15)

where, xA and xB are the mole fractions of substances A and B respectively, [xA(0), xB(0)]=[ 1 , 0], zf=12 u(z) .

First, the proposed methodology is applied using a 15 step discretization of the length domain [0: 12], hence each 
step . Since the process has two state variables, two CSDK metamodels (equations (16) and (17)) are fitted to 
mimic the system. The input variables [xAj-1, xBj-1, uj] are expected to vary within the limits (metamodel/optimization 
domain) of [0 : 1.2, 0 : 0.1, 0 : 1]. Over this domain, a SLHS sampling plan is designed with 91 sample points. The 
original model (15) is used to generate the output matrix [xAj, xBj].

1Aj Ai 1 Bi 1 i j jx̂ f x ,x ,u  , z z z (16)

1Bj Ai 1 Bi 1 i j jx̂ f x ,x ,u  , z z z (17)

The accuracy of the fitted CSDK models is evaluated using the LOOCV technique, and the AVRRMSE of the cross 
validation are listed in Table 1. The obtained CSDK models have been used in the kriging based CVP, in which a 
sequential quadratic optimizer updates the discretized control profile until obtaining the optimal solution. The same 
methodology has been applied again with a different discretization of 20 step, hence , using the same 
generated sampling plan (the only difference is that the response variables are generated by carrying out the 
computer experiments with ). Finally, both problem instances have been solved using the standard CVP 
technique in which the original first principles mathematical model is used with the same two discretization 
configurations (15, 20 times steps). The optimization results and computational effort of the proposed methodology 
and the standard CVP technique are compared in Table 1, and visualized in Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Optimization results and kriging metamodels information of case study 1 (*).

Optimization results (**) Metamodels information
Step Objective value Computation time (s) AVRRMSE (xA) AVRRMSE (xB)

15
steps

Frist principles 12/15=0.8 0.4745 70.60
kriging 12/15=0.8 0.4739 16.72 7.5×10-5 8.9 ×10-5

20
steps

Frist principles 12/20=0.6 0.4753 172.9
kriging 12/20=0.6 0.4746 36.00 3.42×10-5 1.3×10-5

(*) Kriging optimization results have been finally assessed using the original first principles model to ensure a fair comparison among both methods

(**)An optimal objective value of 0.477 is reported in the literature [6] without specific indication of the required computational effort.

Fig. 2. Optimal control policy and optimal state variables of case (1) using15 step (a,b,c), and 20 step (e,f,g) discretizations: (a,e) Optimal control 
policies using standard CVP (blue dashed), and proposed methodology (red dotted line), (b,c) and (f,g) State variables of the optimal solutions 
(standard CVP: blue dashed, kriging: red dotted).

For both discretization settings, the proposed methodology was able to obtain very similar control policies (Fig. 
2.(a),(e) red dotted line) to the ones obtained using the first principles process model (Fig. 2.(a),(e) blue dashed line), 
both leading to almost identical process dynamics (Fig. 2.(b),(c),(f),(g)). Moreover, the methodology has obtained 
approximately the same global optimal value of the objective (0.13 % difference in case of 15 time steps; 0.14 % in 
case of 20 time steps), with relative significant reduction in the computational effort (more than 75% savings).

5.2. Case 2:Batch reactor 

In a batch reactor [11], a reversible reaction A B is taking place. The problem is to find the best temperature 
control policy u(t), that maximizes the performance index J in equation (18),

2 ( )fu
Max J x t (18)

1 2
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2: (1- ) - , 300 ((1- ) - ) - ( - 290)

dx dxst x k x k x k x k u x
dt dt
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4 4
5 10

1 2
2 2

-1.1374 10 -2.2748 101.7536 10  exp , 2.4885 10  exp
1.9872 1.9872

k k
x x

where [x1(0),x2(0)] =[0, 380], 0 <u(t)<0.36, tf=5 min .

The time domain [0: 5] is discretized ( =0.333, ) and, in each case, two CSDK metamodels are fitted 
within the expected limits (metamodel/optimization domain) [0: 1, 290: 490, 0: 0.36]. Over this domain, a SLHS 
sampling plan is designed with 123 sample points. The original model (equation (19)) is used to generate the output 
matrix [x1j, x2j] and the accuracy of the fitted CSDK models is evaluated using the LOOCV (Table 2). The obtained 
CSDK models have been used in the kriging based CVP. The results of the proposed methodology and the standard 
CVP technique are compared in Table 2, and Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Optimal control policy and optimal state variables of case (2), using15 time step (a,b,c), and 20 time step (e,f,g) discretizations: (a,e)
Optimal control policies using standard CVP (blue dashed), and proposed methodology (red dotted line), (b,c) and (f,g): State variable profiles at 
the optimal solution (standard CVP: blue dashed, Kriging: red dotted).

Table 2. Optimization results and kriging metamodels information of case study 2 (*).

Optimization results (**) Metamodels information

Time step Objective value Computational time (s) AVRRMSE (x1) AVRRMSE (x2)

15 steps Frist principles 5/15=0.3333 0.6744 222
kriging 5/15=0.3333 0.6704 25.5 0.01 3.05

20 steps Frist principles 5/20=0.25 0.6749 458
kriging 5/20=0.25 0.6748 43 0.0031 0.0031

(*) Kriging optimization results have been finally assessed using the original first principles model to ensure a fair comparison among both methods

(**) The reported optimal objective value for this problem in the literature is 0.6753 [11]

For both discretization settings, the proposed methodology is able to obtain a very similar control policy (Fig. 
3.(a),(e), red dotted line) to the optimal one obtained from using the real process model (Fig. 3.(a),(e) blue dashed 
line) and leads to so similar process dynamics (Fig. 3 (b),(c),(f),(g)). Moreover, the methodology has obtained 
approximately the same objective value (less than 0.6% difference in case of 15 time steps; 0.02 % difference in 
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case of 20 time steps), with a significant reduction in the required computational effort (about 90 % of the 
computation time saved in both cases).

5.3. Case 3: parallel reaction problem

In this third problem [6], a tubular reactor is considered to produce two substances according to the parallel 
reaction A B, A C, with rate constants k1 and k2 respectively. The objective is to maximize the yield of B at the 
final state, finding the most adequate profile of the control variable u(t)=k1 l/v (l represents the reactor length and v
the plug flow velocity).

The dimensionless model describing the system dynamic is given in equations (21), where x1, x2 are the 
dimensionless concentrations of reactants A and B respectively. 

2Max ( )fu
J x t (20)

21 2
1 1

( ) ( )
. . ( ( ) 0.5 ( )) ( ), ( ) ( )

dx t dx ts t u t u t x t u t x t
dt dt

(21)

where [x1(0),x2(0)] =[1,0], 0 <u(t)<5, tf =1

Again, the dimensionless domain [0: 1] is discretized ( =0.0667 and =0.05) and the proposed methodology is 
applied and compared with the standard CVP technique. Once the accuracy of the fitted CSDK models is ensured,
they replace the complex first principles process model in the CVP. For space limitation, the results of the proposed 
methodology and the standard CVP technique are compared in Fig. 4 and Table 3 only for the 20 step case.

Table 3. Optimization results and kriging metamodels information of case study 3 (*).

Optimization results (**) Metamodels information

Time step t Objective value Computational time (s) AVRRMSE (x1) AVRRMSE (x2)

20 steps Frist principles 5/20=0.05 0.5733 254.7
kriging 5/20=0.05 0.5732 34 1.147×10-6 2.14×10-6

(*) Kriging optimization results have been finally assessed using the original first principles model to ensure a fair comparison among both methods

(**) The reported optimal objective value of the problem is 0.5735 [6].

Fig. 4. Optimal control policy and optimal state variables of case (3) using 20 step discretization; (a) Optimal control policies using standard CVP 
(blue dashed), and proposed methodology (red dotted line), (b) and (c): State variable profiles at the optimal solution (standard CVP: blue dashed; 
Kriging: red dotted).
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The methodology obtained approximately the same global optimal value of the objective with a very small 
relative error (1.6% and 0.0102%), with relative significant reduction in the computational time (about 85% ). In the 
three case studies, the proposed CVP framework was able to obtain very accurate results. As well as the standard 
CVP method, the proposed methodology improves the solution using the finer grid (20 time steps), but still saving a 
huge quantity of computational effort.

6. Conclusion and future work

The potential of dynamic kriging stems from its capacity to replace complex integration rules with simple 
successive interpolations. This potential has been exploited in this paper to develop a sequential dynamic 
optimization strategy based on such type of metamodels able to solve the optimal control problem of complex 
processes, like the ones which usually appear in the chemical or petrochemical sectors, with significant advantages 
over the use of traditional first principle models. Specifically, relatively simple processes, frequently used as 
reference in the process systems engineering literature, have been used to assess the eventual benefits of the 
proposed kriging based CVP strategy in terms of accuracy, robustness and computational cost. 

The kriging metamodels have shown high accuracy to capture the nonlinear dynamic nature of these highly 
nonlinear systems, resulting in an outstanding capacity to predict the system dynamics over large time domains. The 
integration of such modeling technique with other complementary techniques, like sampling design for computer 
experiments, cross validation methods and sequential dynamic optimization, to build a comprehensive dynamic 
optimization framework where the expensive integration of a complex model is replaced by simpler recursive or 
successive interpolation (CSDK model) has been straightforward. The resulting characteristics and advantages of the 
proposed framework, and specially its accuracy and the significant reduction of the computational effort, are evident
even on its application to three case studies of moderate complexity.

These results confirm that the proposed framework constitutes a significant step forward to solve one of the 
biggest challenges that face the standard CVP techniques, associated to the significant computational effort required 
by the repeated process model integration tasks. The methodology becomes also a unique solution when a 
mathematical process model is missing, and only experimental process data are available. In this sense, it looks like 
a promising way to allow a more universal application of nonlinear model based control techniques (NMPC), where 
the optimal control problem must be repeatedly solved.
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